Abstract-Based on Markov model, this paper analyzes a soft standby's reliability and safety in PUSH system for digital TV, which is constituted by two PUSH VOD severs working on master-slave mode. It illustrates 5 interesting rules that can guide us to design a more reliable and more secure system. We will see some key parameters that is positive correlated with the reliability may be negative correlated with the safety at the same time. What's more, it shows that using different algorithm for mutual checking can hold system's safety even though each algorithm may be not so efficient. Profit evaluations of such hot standby and advices to design are also given. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, in the impact of Internet, the digital TV industry in China is undergoing profound changes. In order to provide customers with high-quality video services, state-owned operators use technologies such as VOD, PUSH VOD, cloud video platform. Among them, PUSH VOD systems are serving millions of Chinese families. So the system's reliability and improvement have been urgent to be studied.
As we know, redundant standby systems are very wide applied, such as PLC systems [1] , supply systems [2] . And from the view of types, redundant system can be classified into numerous ones, including standby redundant, parallel redundant and so on [3] . For k-n out warm standby, preventive maintenance, distribution systems reliability, lots of good study have been done [4] - [7] .
According to whether there is a common storage medium, the hot standby can be divided into 2 ways: shared storage and pure-software styles. The former style is more reliable, the latter one costs less but need content synchronization. This paper studies reliability and safety of a soft hot standby in PUSH VOD system. Part II gives a short explanation for the system's redundant mechanism. Then Part III builds up an evaluation model for such system's reliability and safety, and gives a deep insight into some key parameters' roles and their relationship, which turns out to be some interesting rules for systems' design. Part IV provides a simple formula to judge the profit of standby. Finally, Part V makes a short conclusion and discusses some topics that need to be studied further.
II. MECHANISM OF SOFT HOT STANDBY PUSH VOD SYSTEM
The mechanism is shown in Fig. 1 . We should notice that not only 2 PUSH server software works in a masterslave mode, but also there're 2 additional monitor software running in such mode. And we see this as a mutual checking standby network.  . Also, failure can be divided into the security failure and the hazard failure [8] . So a hazard ratio is defined as  . At the same time, we set up the technicians' fixed expenses as 0 C . Unit cost per up time is 1 C . Success rate of repair is  and system's revenue per up time is 0 B . With these parameters, we define the following possible states:
State 1:All unit work properly, PUSH system can provide video push service.
State 2:When a machine is working properly and the other is to be isolated, the system is in a controlled state. There are several possible reason to make this happen:
(1) Master PUSH software has a observable failure, the slave software startup [9] .
(2) The opposite situation of the above one. In both situation, the PUSH system is under control. State 3: Either Master or slave machine has a unobservable failure. In this state, the system may operate normally, but is out of control. For example, the master machine may has some trouble, but due to the unobservable, master's PUSH software will continue to run. The system is still normal to provide service for customers. However, when the master PUSH software fails, the standby will start up. At this point, the whole hot standby system state is undefined, and the system enters into a dangerous state.
State 4: System security failure state. In this state, although the whole system will stop providing video output, but everything is under control. The reasons can cause this are as follows:
(1)When only one machine is at work, this working machine's PUSH software happened to occur an observable error.
(2)When only one machine is at work, this working machine's monitor software happened to occur an observable error.
State 5: System risk failure state. Reasons as below:
(1)When system start up, master has an observable error.
(2)When system is in State 2，an unobservable error happened.
(3) When system is in State 3，an unobservable error happened. Fig. 2 shows the model of state transition. Then, we can get the following differential equations(1):
(1 ) 
Then, we define the reliability and safety of soft hot standby respectively:
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Not surprisingly, the reliability shows an exponential distribution. But it is worth to notice that the mutual checking ratio turns out to be a linear relationship with reliability. This is very strong positive factor to design a reliable system. To the safety formula, it is hard to see some obvious clues. But we can guess there're some relationship between K and safety.
C. The Analysis of Reliability and Safety
In purpose of deep insight into reliability and safety, we set a number of parameters to see what will happen. First, we take the H 's influence into consideration. Finally, we add maintenance staffs into consideration. We rewrite equations (1) Table I  shows some results. A and B's data shows maintenance staffs' repair work improve system's reliability and safety. C's data again proves Rule 5. Looking at D and E's data, it shows that when PUSH server and monitor software failure rate drop dramatically, the reliability can hold a steady state but the safety will drop greatly. F's data means the system will be in a dangerous state if there is lack of mutual checking and maintenance staffs. With quantitative analysis of a soft hot standby system, we get some interesting rules. These rules can guide us to build a more reliable and safer system. But how to judge the difference level between mutual checking algorithm, how the topology structure of the reliable network influence systems' reliability and safety, these are questions that need further study.
